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Executive Summary 

The state inception workshop of the Green-Ag Project in Chambal Landscape 

was held on June 3-4, 2022 at the State Institute of Agricultural Extension and 

Training (SIAET), Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh. Mr. Shailendra Singh, Agriculture 

Production Commissioner (APC), Department of Farmers Welfare and Agriculture 

Development (DFWAD), Government of Madhya Pradesh (GoMP), inaugurated 

the workshop. The inaugural session was attended by the Director, DFWAD, 

GoMP, administrators, policy makers and nodal officers of various departments 

of the GoMP, members from the State Project Management Unit (SPMU), officials 

from National Project Management Unit (NPMU) and the Food and Agriculture 

Organization of the United Nations (FAO).   

During the two-day state inception workshop, participants were given an 

overview of the project and its implementation architecture, followed by detailed 

presentations on technical concepts of the project, such as landscape approach, 

landscape planning and management, livestock management, sustainable 

agriculture, communication, gender mainstreaming, community engagement, 

stakeholder analysis, and natural resource management. The participants were 

also oriented to the project’s results framework and trained on operations, 

finance management, and MIS.  

The Green-Ag Project seeks to catalyze transformative change for India's 

agricultural sector to support the achievement of national and global 

environmental benefits and conserve critical biodiversity and forest landscapes. 

The project intends to mainstream biodiversity (BD), land degradation (LD), 

sustainable forest management (SFM), and climate change mitigation (CCM) 

through various interventions. This is an innovative project as it seeks to adopt 

multi-sectoral approaches and new tools for landscape management which are 

embedded in the project design and build on the existing institutional 

arrangements in the landscape.  

The Green-Ag project is being implemented in five States (Madhya Pradesh, 

Mizoram, Odisha, Rajasthan, and Uttarakhand). In this project, the appropriate 

monitoring, capturing of lessons and dissemination will ensure that the lessons 

from this project are shared nationally and internationally. Five Landscapes have 

been selected for their high ecological importance (including global 

environmental values, as indicated by the presence of at least one nationally 

recognized protected area that supports globally threatened species) and to 

represent a range of different ecosystems. Although agriculture in these selected 

landscapes is largely traditional and rain-fed, many farmers in these regions are 

increasingly adopting unsustainable agriculture and land use practices that are 
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resulting in the loss of environmental services, degradation of natural resources, 

including the loss of agro-biodiversity, as well as the loss and degradation of 

natural habitats acting as ecological corridors between protected areas, and the 

degradation of high conservation value forests. 

Project Landscape in Madhya Pradesh is contiguous with the protected areas of 

the National Chambal Sanctuary. Referred to as Chambal Landscape, it covers 

Sheopur and Morena's districts spreading in an area of 97,982 ha along the 

Chambal River having 96 villages. The Chambal Landscape is a unique 

combination of riverine and ravine ecosystems, and it has the largest wild 

Gharial population in the world. It has a high density of Gangetic Dolphins, 

Indian Mugger (crocodiles), Red-crowned Roofed Turtles, and Otters. The 

landscape is an equally important bird area as well. It is the nesting ground for 

Indian skimmers, Black-bellied terns, and small Indian pratincoles and a staging 

ground for migratory waterfowls. 

Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development, Madhya Pradesh is the operational 

partner for the Chambal Landscape.  

 

Workshop – Objective 

• Raise awareness among the stakeholders in the project landscape about 

the launch of the project, its aims, objectives, and targeted outcomes.  

• Sensitize the nodal officers of various line departments, and State Project 

Management Unit (SPMU) members on the project's organizational 

structure, results framework, technical concepts, and thematic areas.  

• Provide a road map for project implementation and management in the 

Chambal Landscape. 
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Workshop Day 1- Inaugural Session, June 3, 2022 

Welcome Address 

The two-day state inception meeting started with Saraswati Puja and the lighting 

of lamps. Mr. Ravindra Modi, Deputy Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture 

Development Department, Madhya Pradesh, in his welcome address, appreciated 

the participants for their presence at the State Launch Workshop for the Green-

Ag project, Chambal Landscape. Chief Guest Mr. Shailendra Singh, Agriculture 

Production Commissioner, MP Government along with Mrs. Preeti Maithil Nayak, 

Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development Department, MP 

Government, Mr. Konda Chavva, OIC, FAO-India, Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project 

Director, National Project Management Unit (NPMU), Mr. K.P. Aharwal, Director, 

State Institute of Agricultural Extension and Training, Bhopal Inaugurated the 

workshop. 

Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, Assistant FAO Representative in India gave a brief 

introduction of the Green-Ag project. He highlighted the GEF focus areas in India 

and its funding mechanism for global environmental benefits and food security.  

Mrs Preeti Maithil Nayak, Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture 

Development, MP Government, in her welcome note, highlighted the 

department’s notable work in the state and mentioned other projects within the 

department whose objectives are aligned with the Green-Ag project. She 

acknowledged FAO’s efforts in supporting the Government of India in 

transitioning agriculture in the country to a sustainable food system. Mrs. Nayak 

also provided a brief update on the current progress of the Green-Ag project in 

Madhya Pradesh. She assured all the necessary support from the department 

for the effective implementation of the project in the state.  

Mr. Shailendra Singh, Agriculture Production Commissioner, MP 

Government in his inaugural address mentioned that the project has been 

delayed in taking off in the state due to the spread of Covid-19. He asked all the 

stakeholders for their active support to implement and complete the project in a 

timely and effective manner. Further, he encouraged different departments 

across ministries to develop convergence to achieve the cumulative results of the 

project and assured all the necessary support for the effective implementation of 

the project.  

The inaugural session concluded with a vote of thanks to the Chief Guest and 

other dignitaries by Mr. S.C. Singadia, Additional Director, Farmer Welfare & 

Agriculture Development M.P. 
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Technical Sessions 

Session 1- Project Overview 

Resource Person: Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, AFAOR, FAO-India 

Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, Assistant 

FAO Representative presented the 

Green-Ag project, highlighting its 

rationale, concepts, program 

components, and institutional 

structure. Dr Konda stressed the four 

focal areas of the GEF-funded project 

i.e., biodiversity (BD), land degradation 

(LD), climate change mitigation (CCM), 

and sustainable forest management 

(SFM). His presentation emphasized 

the significance of agro-biodiversity, 

and the proposed interventions in the 

project to counter the threats to the 

landscape. He further, elaborated on the implementation structure, expected 

outcomes, and impacts of the project in India and more particularly in Madhya 

Pradesh. 

Green-Ag Project

Agriculture 
Sector 

Environment
Sector 

Working independently to attain their 
individual mandates with activities 
which are adversely impacting each 

other 

Agriculture 
Sector 

Environment
Sector 

Communicating with each other and 
aligning their activities in such a way to 

minimize or reduce damage to each other 
to create a win-win situation

GREEN-AG PROJECT

• Acts as bridge for a dialogue between both the 
sectors 

• Supports harmonization between GoI 
policies, investments and institutions concerned 
with conservation and agricultural production for 
mutual compatibility 

• No compromise on food and livelihood security 
of the local communities

Project’s Objective
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Further, he shared an outline of the proposed implementation arrangements and 

emphasized that the project strides for a multi-sectoral platform at the village 

level, district level, state level, and national level. The detailed presentation is 

enclosed as Annexure-5. 

Ministry of Agriculture & 

Farmers Welfare, 

Government of India

Green-Ag ProjectInstitutional Architecture in Green-Ag Project

Lead Executing Agency GEF Operational Focal PointResource Partner 

Implementing Agency

Farmer Welfare and 
Agriculture 

Development 
Department,

Madhya Pradesh

Department of 
Agriculture (Crop 

Husbandry), 
Mizoram

Institute on Management of 
Agricultural Extension (IMAGE)

Directorate of Soil and Conservation 
and Watershed Development 

(Implementing Agency)
Odisha

Department of 
Agriculture, 

Rajasthan

Department of 
Watershed 

Development, 

Uttarakhand

Operational Partners through Operational Partners 
Implementation  Modality
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Session 2- Landscape Assessment 

Resource Person: Dr Divya Shah, Natural Resource Management 

& Biodiversity Specialist, NPMU 

In the second session Dr Divya Shah, NRM & Biodiversity Specialist, NPMU gave 

a presentation on Landscape Assessment. 

Landscape assessment is the first activity of the 

project and is crucial for the project as it helps 

decipher the multiple interactions within a 

landscape to better understand the strengths, 

issues, and threats, and plan evidence-based 

interventions.  

She informed that, the landscape assessment 

framework also includes issues related to 

livelihoods and prevailing  socio-economic 

concerns.  

Further, Dr Shah elaborated on the various tools 

proposed for landscape assessment that would 

help the team to determine high-priority areas 

and to develop, implement and monitor the 

Green Landscape Management Plans (GLMP). The complete presentation is 

enclosed as Annexure- 6. 
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Process Flow of Landscape Assessment

Geospatial Analysis Secondary literature

Focus Group Discussion

Value Chain Analysis

Identification of Priority Areas

Household survey
KII (State and district level officials, 

village level govt. functionaries)

Landscape Assessment Report

Green-Ag Project
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Session 3- Landscape and Collaborative Planning 

Resource Person: Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU 

Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU delivered the third session on landscape 

and collaborative planning. The 

presentation began with the 

definition of landscape and the 

concept of the landscape 

approach.             Mr. Sinha 

illustrated the characteristics of a 

landscape through images in this 

interactive session. He stated that 

landscape management and 

sustainable use of natural 

resources are essential for 

maintaining healthy and 

productive ecosystems and are 

important for agriculture and food 

security. He outlined the 

components of the landscape approach and elaborated on the need for planning 

with a multi-stakeholder approach.  

He reiterated that the landscape approach necessitates collaborative work 

among all stakeholders present in the landscape, without compromising their 

core focus. Mr. Sinha emphasized the importance of adopting a landscape 

approach in designing interventions through participation and collective actions. 

The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 7. 

Landscape approach: why is it important?

Landscape management and sustainable use of natural resources are essential to maintaining 
healthy and productive ecosystems, they are very positive for agriculture and food security

Provisioning services
Food, crops, livestock and fisheries 

Trees, wood, energy 
Fibers

Medicines
Water
…

Regulating services
Air quality 

Water quality
Soil quality

Flood control 
Pest and disease control 

Pollination
…

Cultural services
Aesthetic landscapes

Cultural identity
Tourism

…

Supporting services
Habitat for wild crop relatives

Habitat for associated and beneficial 
biodiversity (e.g., related to soil, 

pollination, pest control, etc.) 
Soil formation
Nutrient cycle

…

Disservices from unsustainable practices

Habitat loss, Nutrients and other chemical runoff, Misuse of 
water, Overfishing/overgrazing/overharvesting, GHG emission

Green-Ag Project
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Session 4- Sustainable Agriculture 

Resource Person: Dr Divya Shah, Natural Resource Management 

& Biodiversity Specialist, NPMU 

Dr. Divya Shah elaborated on the elements of sustainable agriculture and 

agroecological practices during her presentation. The presentation dealt with 

topics like land degradation, climate change, sustainable agricultural practices, 

sustainable land management, sustainable forest management, agrobiodiversity, 

green value chain, and management of natural resources. Dr Shah began the 

presentation by explaining salient features of agriculture in Madhya Pradesh and 

highlighted the agriculture profile of the target districts. She gave a briefing on 

the current scenario of agriculture in India and the negative impact it has on the 

natural ecosystem. Additionally, the session discussed the land use pattern and 

major crops grown in 

Madhya Pradesh and 

their productivity in 

comparison to the 

national average. 

Land use patterns and 

major crops grown in 

the target districts of 

Sheopur and Morena 

were also discussed 

during the 

presentation.  

Further, the session explained in detail the relevance of agroecology as an 

integrated approach that simultaneously applies ecological and social concepts 

and principles to the design and management of food and agricultural systems. 

The presentation also included proposed interventions related to sustainable 

agriculture practices. Detailed discussions were held on various interventions of 

sustainable agriculture, as outlined in the results framework and existing 

programs/schemes of government implemented in the district in the co-

financing mode. She stressed that the project aims to achieve environmental, 

social, and economic sustainability without compromising on food security and 

farmers’ income. The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 8. 

 

 

Remarks by the participants 
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• The death of peacocks because of pesticides in the Morena and Sheopur 

districts should be highlighted as well.  

• Land use may also include the status of illegal sand miners in the 

landscape. 

• The project may plan for rainwater harvesting. 

Dr Divya informed the participants that these suggestions are welcome and shall 

be included in reports.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Current Challenges 

• Loss of 
agrobiodiversity 

• Negative impact on 
land and water 

•  Degradation of 
forests, natural 
ecosystem, and 
wild species 

• Increased 
Greenhouse gas 
emission  

• Vulnerable rural 
livelihoods 

Proposed Action 

Sustainable 

Agriculture 

Strengthened policy 

and institutional 

framework for 

mainstreaming BD, 

SLM, SFM 

• Enhanced Global 
Environment 
Benefits 

• Improved 
Biodiversity 

• Reduced 
greenhouse gas 
emission from 
agricultural 
operations 

• Sustained 
Livelihoods 
&income 

• Increased 
resilience 

Expected Impact 
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Session 5- Livestock Management 

Resource Person: Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU 

The presentation on livestock management highlighted the current scenario of 

the livestock sector in Madhya Pradesh, especially in the landscape area. Mr. 

Sinha explained the concept of livestock management and its implications for 

project outputs and outcomes. He elaborated on the economic, environmental, 

and social factors affecting livelihoods and conservation priorities in the 

landscape. The ownership issues relating to livestock resources at a household 

level were discussed while acknowledging that women's ownership of such the 

issues of availability and access to animal health care facilities at the village 

level, while also emphasizing the importance of promoting indigenous livestock 

varieties. The discussion also included the potential to develop fisheries in the 

state. The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 9. 

 

Green-Ag ProjectRole of Livestock Sector 

Economic 

factors

• Farm incomes 

• Livelihoods 

• Value chains 

Environmental 

Factors 

• Traditional  breeds improvement, promotion 

through value chain, Sustainable livestock 

management 

• Disease management, monitoring and 

reporting 

• Land use and land conversions 

Social factors • Gender roles 

• Household nutrition 

• Resource ownership and access 

• Support institutions 
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Session 6- Natural Resource Management 

Resource Person: Dr Divya Shah, Natural Resource Management 

& Biodiversity Specialist, NPMU, and Ms Athira RS, Project 

Associate, NPMU 

Dr Shah began the presentation with an explanation of natural resources and 

the importance of their management. The presentation highlighted the various 

natural resources, rich faunal and floral diversity, including topographical 

factors, the prevalence of various rivers, and natural streams of the landscape. 

It focused on the management of these natural resources and how this 

management affects the quality of life. She provided information on land 

availability, use pattern, and agrobiodiversity, including major threats to natural 

resources. Further, the presentation explained what community-based natural 

resource management practices are and the importance of the same for the 

minimization of the degradation process. The detailed presentation is enclosed 

as Annexure-10. 

 

Green-Ag ProjectNatural Resources
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Session 7- Results Framework 

Resource Person: Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, AFAOR, FAO-India 

Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, Assistant FAO-India Representative began the Green-

Ag Results Framework presentation by defining results with certain examples 

and explaining the concept of the result chain. The elements of the resulting 

chain were broken down into a sequence of inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes, 

and impact which was illustrated using a real-life scenario. Dr Chavva explained 

each element and categorized them into processes and results. Further, a 

detailed discussion took place on the project’s results framework matrix, 

covering indicators, baseline data, targets, and means of verification for various 

components of the project strategy. He explained the correct way to decode the 

results framework through an interactive activity with the audience. 

Additionally, the meeting included discussions on the various activities to be 

carried out at the state, national, and landscape levels for the two components 

of the Green-Ag project.  

The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 11. 

Remarks by the participants 

• Convergence based projects have low rate of success. The documentation 

of these projects is very good but working on ground level is very difficult.   

• Human resource is not available at the village level. Need to focus on 

developing human resources in the landscape. 
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Snapshots of the Inaugural & Technical Session of  

Inception Workshop (Day-1) 

Session 8- Capacity Enhancement 

Resource Person: Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, AFAOR, FAO-India 

The last presentation on the first day of the inception workshop was delivered by 

Dr Konda Reddy Chavva on the Green-Ag capacity enhancement strategy. He 

explained the concept of capacity and capacity development. The presentation 

introduced capacity building as a process for developing or strengthening 

existing skills, instincts, and abilities of a farmer or community. Capacity 

development was broadly categorized into technical capacities and functional 

capacities. Following this, he gave an outline of each of the three dimensions 

(individual, organizational, and enabling environment) in capacity development. 

The concept of Farmer Field School (FFS) and its importance in the project were 

discussed thoroughly. He also highlighted the FFS principles and agroecosystem 

analysis (AESA) in relation to crops and livestock. He then discussed the field 

schools on landscape governance, green value chains, and how it is linked to 

interventions around sustainable agriculture and livestock management. The 

detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 12. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Green-Ag Project

Results Framework Matrix 

Project Strategy Indicators Baseline Targets
Means of 

Verification

Objectives/ End 
Goals/ Impact

Outcomes

Outputs

Activities

Where the 
project 

wants to 
be?

How the 
project 

gets 
there?

How does the project 
know that it has got 

there? 
(Variables to measure 

achievements)

What was the 
situation prior to 

project’s 
intervention

(Enables to measure 
change over time)

What is the mark that 
the project intends to 

hit?

Achieved (e.g., xx, % 
change) by the / Project 

Year or Project end

Indicates where 
and how 
information about 
project 
achievements can 
be obtained

Green-Ag ProjectProject Capacity Development 

Strategy
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Snapshots of the Inaugural & Technical Session of  

Inception Workshop (Day-1)

 

 

 

 

 

Lighting of Lamp by Chief Guest 

(Hon'ble Agriculture Production Commissioner & Guests) 

 

Dignitaries at the Inaugural Session (L to R) Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, 

NPMU, Mr Shailendra Singh, Agriculture Production Commissioner, MP 

Government, Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, Assistant FAO Representative in India, 

Mrs Preeti Maithil Nayak, Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development, 

MP Government 
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Mrs Preeti Maithil Nayak, 

Director, Farmer Welfare & 

Agriculture Development, MP 

Government 

 

Message by Dignitaries during the Inception Workshop 

Mr R.B. Sinha 

Project Director, NPMU 

 

Mr Shailendra Singh 

APC, MP Government 

 

Dr Konda Reddy Chavva, 

Assistant, FAO Representative in India 
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Mr. S.C. Singadia, 

Addl. Director, Farmer Welfare & 

Agriculture Development, 

MP Government 

 

 

Mr. Ravindra Modi, 

Deputy Director, Farmer Welfare 

& Agriculture Development, 

MP Government 
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Workshop Day 2- Technical Session, June 4, 2022 

Session 1- Gender Mainstreaming and Social Inclusion 

Resource Person: Mr. Kaustuv Chakrabarti, Communications and 

Value Chains Specialist, NPMU 

The first presentation of the second day was delivered by Mr. Kaustuv 

Chakrabarti, Communications and Value Chains Specialist, NPMU on gender 

mainstreaming and social inclusion. It started with an interactive session where 

participants were asked to relate gender (male/female) to different occupations. 

Participants were asked to express their understanding of different genders and 

associated roles. This activity was done to understand how societal conditioning 

frames gender-specific roles. Gender is a socially constructed attribute and 

opportunities associated with being male and female.  

Mr. Chakrabarti explained the concept of social inclusion and the importance of 

mainstreaming gender and social inclusion in the project. The discussion also 

elaborated on the need for equitable representation, participation, and women’s 

role in decision-making. He mentioned interventions to achieve the same in the 

project. He also touched upon the concept of ‘Feminization of Agriculture’ and 

pointed out that agriculture remains the most important source of employment 

for women that largely fall within the informal economy with little or no social 

protection and labor rights. The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 

13. 

Remarks by the participants 

• Share more information on the kinds of activities planned for Gender 

Mainstreaming.  

• In our patriarchal society, people are not accustomed to accepting 

women's leadership. How is the project planning to change these 

mindsets?  
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Key elements of the discussion 

• Gender roles in decision making.  

• Religion has a major influence on setting social norms.  

• Status of Women in land ownership and other assets 

• Access to resources such as training, technology, extension services, etc.  

• The impact of climate change on gender equality. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Gender specific 

interventions Gender & FPIC 

Capacity 

Building 

Gender 

Budget 

Gender in 

Monitoring and 

Evaluation 

Gender sensitive 

communication 
Gender Staff 
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Session 2- Stakeholder Analysis 

Resource Person: Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU 

Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU began the presentation with a story of a 

village where a national highway project is going to be implemented. While 

interacting with the participants he explained different villager’s occupations and 

asked participants to determine the villagers who are going to be affected by the 

project. Further, Mr. Sinha explained that a stakeholder can be a person, group, 

or institution which might be impacted by the project implementation and 

outcomes. He further classified this impact to be positive, negative, short-term, 

or long-term. The presentation elaborated on key objectives of stakeholder 

engagement and the process to identify stakeholders in the project landscape. A 

stakeholder analysis was explained through the help of Johari Window. Further, 

He underlined the strategies and importance of developing stakeholder 

engagement to engage and communicate with the stakeholders effectively during 

the implementation of the project. The detailed presentation is enclosed as 

Annexure- 14. 

Key elements of the discussion 

• Why engagement with stakeholders is crucial for ensuring the success, 

sustainability, and replicability of the project? 

• Why understanding stakeholders will help us to address their concerns, 

needs, and interest in the project? 

• Stakeholder for a project is diverse and each one of them might have 

different Interest and Influence on the project.  

• Stakeholder Engagement is an ongoing process.  

• Best methods and understanding of local practice for holding community 

meetings.  

Remarks by the participants 

• What is the reason behind choosing Sheopur & Morena District for this 

project?  
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Stakeholder Engagement Strategies Green-Ag Project

High Influence

High Interest

Needs to Be Prioritised in Project  
Designing, Implementation, 

Communication

Low Influence

High Interest 

Manage Them/ Ensure their 
Participation in Capacity 

Enhancement

High Influence

Low Interest

Need High Engagement in Planning 
and Designing

Low Influence

Low Interest

Can Be Ignored, But Keep them 
informed

I

N

F

L

U

E

N

C

E

INTEREST
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Session 3- Communication Strategy 

Resource Person: Mr. Kaustuv Chakrabarti, Communications and 

Value Chains Specialist, NPMU 

The third presentation titled 

Communication Strategy was given by 

Mr. Kaustuv Chakrabarti, 

Communications and Value Chains 

Specialist, NPMU. He began the 

presentation by asking participants to 

share what they understand by the term 

‘communication’. After this, he explained 

the term and explained 4W & 1H 

approach for the project.  Here 4W and 

1H stand for Why or Why do we need to 

communicate (purpose of the project), 

What or What to communicate (message 

of the project), Who or who should we 

communicate with (The audience), When 

or When should we communicate (timing) and how or how to communicate (tools 

or channels). All the components were elaborated and discussed in detail. Mr. 

Chakrabarti emphasized the importance of clear and effective communication to 

highlight and disseminate the best practices, learning, outcomes, and ongoing 

status of project implementation among different stakeholders. The presentation 

elaborated on the tools of communication, the steps to be followed, the target 

audience, messages, and the timing of communication in detail. Additionally, he 

discussed the activities, indicators, targets, publication workflow, and state 

communication plan. The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 15. 
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• Community members (GP members, community groups, farmers,
women, indigenous people, opinion leaders, sarpanch, faith leaders)

• Field level staff of various Government Departments

• Media (print and broadcast)

• SPMU

Audience

Whom to communicate with?

Green-Ag Project
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Session 4- Operations Management: Staff management, 

Procurement, Record Keeping, Monitoring, and Reporting 

Resource Person: Ms. Uma Balaji, Admin & Operations Officer, 

NPMU 

Ms. Uma Balaji, Admin, and Operations Manager (NPMU) presented Green-Ag 

operation management, annual 

work plan budget, monitoring, and 

record management. This session 

explained various elements 

relating to project operations like 

the execution of operational 

partner agreements, proper staff 

management, travel management, 

working as per the annual work 

plan budget (AWPB), procurement, 

monitoring, and reporting. The role 

of the operational partner in 

devising various travel rules and 

procurement processes for the 

smooth execution of the project 

was discussed in detail. Broadly, apart from expendable and non-expendable 

procurements, the project team will need to recruit human resources as well. All 

such procurements and bookkeeping are to be in accordance with the state 

government rules/regulations/instructions. The stock management process 

post-procurement was also explained. The process of preparing the annual work 

plan & budget and approval at various levels like the State Steering Committee 

(SSC) and National Project Management Committee (NPMC)and the fund transfer 

mechanism from FAO to operational partner were discussed in detail during the 

session. Ms Balaji reiterated that major deviations in the budget will need to be 

approved by SSC and NPMC. The project monitoring mechanism which includes 

field visits by FAO/OP, midterm evaluation, and periodical audits was touched 

upon during the presentation. 

Ms. Balaji mentioned that all procurements are to be carried out as per SSC 

approved annual work plan budget and if any changes are made, the revised 

procurement plan should be approved by SSC in the next meeting. She also 

explained different types of reporting formats, requirements and their respective 

timeline. Further, monitoring mechanisms such as monitoring visits by FAO 
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experts, audits, spot checks, and mid-term and final reviews were also outlined. 

The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 16. 

Green-Ag Project

3

Operation Management is an ongoing process of routine 
functions of the project for achieving the desired 

outputs/deliverables

Monitoring Reporting Staff Management

Procurements 
(Purchases) Record Keeping

Travel 
Management
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Session 5- Community engagement strategy, Village 

Implementation Committees (VICs), and Free Prior and Informed 

Consent (FPIC) 

Resource Person: Mr. R.B. Sinha, Project Director, NPMU 

Mr. R.B. Sinha began the presentation on Community engagement strategy and 

VICs by explaining the community engagement framework. The framework 

consisted of various elements of the community engagement strategy, where the 

first element was community stakeholder mapping. He explained key aspects to 

keep in mind while identifying community stakeholders. Mr. Sinha elaborated 

on the need to develop a community engagement plan and key aspects to cover 

while introducing the project. He outlined the importance of Village 

Implementation Committees (VICs) and Gram Panchayat Support Unit (GPSU). 

Different stages of project implementation and the project’s grievance redressal 

mechanism were also discussed during the presentation. Further, the session 

dealt with the importance of seeking the consent of local communities in the 

project. The concept and relevance of Free Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC), 

especially in the context of the indigenous population of the landscape were 

introduced. This was followed by an overview of the presence of different 

indigenous communities in the Sheopur and Morena districts and the relevance 

of nature, natural resources, habitation, traditional knowledge, and values to 

the cultural ethos of these communities. Different methods of executing the FPIC 

process in the landscape including the benefits of FPIC were discussed in detail. 

The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 17. 

Green-Ag ProjectWhat are Green Landscape Management Plans

GREEN LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT PLANS
(culmination of village plans of target villages in the 

landscape)

Village Plan 

Village Plan Village Plan Village Plan Village Plan
At the 
Village 
level

All the Village 
level plans  

consolidated 
into GLMP at 

landscape level 
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Session 6- MIS and Online Accounting 

Resource Person: Mr. Sumanta Kumar Sahoo, Finance and M&E 

Specialist, NPMU, and Mr. Abhishek Saini, IT Specialist NPMU 

Mr. Sumanta Kumar Sahoo and Mr. 

Abhishek Saini gave the 

presentation on Management 

Information Systems (MIS) and 

online accounting. The 

presentation dealt with financial 

architecture, accounting systems 

(Data entry), account records and 

management information systems 

(MIS). They introduced MIS as a 

system of collecting, storing, and 

disseminating data in the form of 

information needed to carry out 

the functions of management. 

Along with this, the MIS web portal and MIS data collection methodology were 

also discussed. It is programmed in such a way that it generates regular reports 

on operations for every level of management in the project. Using this 

application, data will be collected from the community level, entered at the GLIU 

level, validated at the SPMU level, and then forwarded to NPMU. 

During the discussion, it was 

emphasized to follow the financial 

rules and regulations of the 

Government of Madhya Pradesh for 

securing and spending the fund 

provided by FAO. It was reiterated 

that while formulating the budget 

amount should be allocated to each 

activity in accordance with the 

project’s overall budget. 

Additionally, the presentation 

reiterated that for online 

accounting, supporting documents 

such as approvals from the relevant 

authority, and the bill vouchers 
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must be uploaded for each entry. The session ended with a demonstration of the 

online accounting entry. 

The detailed presentation is enclosed as Annexure- 18. 

Valedictory Session 

The State Inception workshop concluded with a message from Mr. R.B Sinha, 

Project Director, NPMU, and Dr. Konda Reddy Chavva, AFAOR, FAO India. It was 

reiterated to the participating nodal officers and the project team to work closely 

on various issues to effectively implement the project. The participating nodal 

officers from various departments also expressed their appreciation for the 

insights gained from thethematic presentations during the inception workshop. 

Following this, participation certificates were distributed to all the attendees. Mr. 

S.C. Singadia, Addl. Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development, MP 

Government, delivered the vote of thanks and expressed gratitude towards all 

the participants.  
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Annexure 1 

Participant list of State Inception Workshop, Green-Ag Project, 

Madhya Pradesh 

Date: 3rd& 4th June 

Venue: State Institute of Agricultural Extension and Training, Bhopal 

  Name Designation Department 

1 Mr. Shailendra 

Singh 

Agriculture 

Production 

Commissioner 

M.P. Govt 

2 Mrs. Preeti 

Maithil Nayak 

Director Farmer Welfare and 

Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

3 Mr. R.B. Sinha Project Director, 

NPMU 

NPMU 

4 Mr. Konda Reddy Asst. Representative 

FAO 

FAO 

5 Mr. Sumanta 

Kumar Sahoo 

Finance and M&E 

Specialist 

NPMU 

6 Ms. Divya Shah Natural Resource 

Management & 

Biodiversity 

Specialist 

NPMU 

7 Ms. Athira RS Project Associate NPMU 

8 Ms. Uma Balaji Admin & Operations 

Officer 

NPMU 

9 Mr. Kaustuv 

Chakrabarti 

Communications 

and Value Chains 

Specialist 

NPMU 
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10 Mr. Abhishek 

Saini 

IT Specialist NPMU 

11 Ms. Bushra Khan Budget & Finance 

Officer 

SPMU 

12 Ms. Raksha 

Tanwer 

Communication 

Officer 

SPMU 

13 Ms. Shweta 

Chaurasia 

Administrative & 

Operation Officer 

SPMU 

14 Mr. S.C. Singadia Additional Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

15 Mr. Ravindra 

Modi 

Deputy Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

16 Mr. Ajay Pariyani Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

17 Dr. Ashutosh 

Pandey 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

18 Mr. Anil Kumar 

Bisen 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

19 Mr. H.R. 

Prabhaker 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

20 Mr. Vidhya 

bhushan Patel 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 
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21 Mr.s. Archana 

Parmar 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

22 Mrs. Poonam Soni Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

23 Mrs. Chhama 

Shukla 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

24 Mr. Gopal Singh 

Solanki 

Asst. Director Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

25 Mr. S.V. 

Shrivastav 

RAEO Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

26 Mr. K.K. 

Shrivastav 

RAEO Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

27 Mr. Ram Krishna 

Dhakad 

AG-3 Directorate farmer Welfare 

and Agriculture Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

28 Mr. J.P. Kolhekar Deputy Director, 

Horticulture 

Directorate Horticulture 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

29 Mr. D.N. Pandey SDO, Forest 

Sheopur 

Forest Department Sheopur 

(M.P.) 

30 Mrs. Sangeeta 

Warwade 

Fisheries Incharge Fisheries Department Bhopal 

(M.P.) 

31 Mr. Niranjan 

Singh Rajput 

Addit. Deputy Directorate, Animal 

Husbandry Bhopal (M.P.) 
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32 Mr. Prabhat 

Singh Chouhan 

A.P.O. T.A.D.P. (Tribal) Bhopal 

(M.P.) 

33 Mr. Pawan Kumar 

Gupta 

Director, Hydrology Water Resource Development 

Bhopal (M.P.) 

34 Mr. Praveen 

Kumar Shrivastav 

Asst. Director, OBC & Minority Welfare 

Department Bhopal (M.P.) 

35 Mrs. Suman 

Khare 

Range Officer, Forest Department Morena  

(M.P.) 

36 Mr. Rajendra 

Meena 

Block Technology 

Manager 

SADO Office Vijaypur, Dist. 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

37 Mr. Ramesh 

Kumar Shakya 

RAEO SADO Office Vijaypur, Dist. 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

38 Mr. P. Gujre Deputy Director Farmer Welfare and 

Agriculture Development 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

39 Mr. Munesh 

Shakya 

Asst. Director Farmer Welfare and 

Agriculture Development 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

40 Mr. Shubhash 

Dohre 

Deputy Director Animal Husbandry Sheopur 

(M.P.) 

41 Mr. Amit Kumar Senior Scientist (PP) Krishi Vigyan Kendra 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

42 Mr. Sardar Singh 

Prajapati 

R.H.E.O, 

Horticulture 

Horticulture Department 

Sheopur (M.P.) 

43 Mr. Ramishwer 

Solanki 

Deputy Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

44 Mr. Avinash 

Chand 

Deputy Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

45 Mr. S.K. Mahore Deputy Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 
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46 Mr. H.P. Bharti Asst. Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

47 Mrs. Deepika 

Dixit 

Asst. Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

48 Mrs. Rajni 

dishoria 

Asst. Director SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

49 Mrs. Sandhiya 

Nagrale 

SADO SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

50 Mrs. Rashmi 

Surjeet 

SADO SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

51 Mr. Sitaram 

Thakur 

SADO SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

52 Mr. Shyam Babu 

Malviya 

SADO SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

53 Ms. Shweta 

Gupta 

Computer 

Programmer 

SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 

54 Mr. S.S. Pawar Stenographer SIAET Bhopal (M.P.) 
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Annexure 2 

State Inception Workshop 

State Project Management Unit (SPMU) 

Department of Farmer Welfare and Agriculture Development, 

Madhya Pradesh 

Date: 3rd and 4th June 2022 

Venue: SIAET, Bhopal 

Schedule 

Day 1 (3rd June 2022) 

Time Activities Day -1 

9:30 AM- 10:00 AM Registration of Participants. 

10.00 AM-10.35 AM Arrival of Guest 

Day-1 Technical Session-1 

10.35 AM -11.15 AM Project Overview by – Shri Konda Reddy, AFAOR  

11.15AM -11:35 AM Landscape Assessment by Dr Divya Shah, NPMU 

11:35 AM - 12.10 PM 
Landscape and collaborative Planning by Shri R.B. Sinha 

(Project Director), NPMU 

Inaugural Session 

12.10PM - 12.15 PM Saraswati Pooja & Welcome of Guests 

12.15 PM - 12.25 PM 
Address by: Dr Konda Reddy, AFAOR, FAO India 

Representative 

12.25 PM - 12:30 PM 

Address and Tone setting by: Mr.s. Preeti Maithil Nayak, 

Director, Farmer Welfare & Agriculture Development, MP 

Government 

12:30 PM - 12:35PM 
Inaugural address by: Mr. Shailendra Singh, Agriculture 

Production Commissioner, MP Government 

12:35 PM - 12:40PM Vote of Thanks by Addl. Director, Dept of Agriculture, MP 
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12:40 PM – 1:00 PM Tea Break 

Day-1 Technical Session-2 

1.00 PM –1.20 PM Participants Introduction 

1.20 PM – 02.00 PM Sustainable Agriculture by Dr Divya Shah, NPMU 

02.00 PM – 03.00 PM Working Lunch 

Day-1 Technical Session-3 

03.00 PM -04.00 PM 
Livestock Management by Shri R.B. Sinha (Project Director), 

NPMU  

04.00PM – 04.45 PM 
Natural Resource Management by Dr Divya Shah, NPMU 

and Ms. Athira RS 

04:45 PM – 05:00 PM Tea Break 

05.00PM – 05.30 PM Results Framework by Shri Konda Reddy, AFAOR 

05.30PM – 06.00PM Capacity Enhancement by Shri Konda Reddy, AFAOR 
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Day – 2 (4th June 2022) 

Time  Activity Day – 2 

Day-2 Technical Session-1 

10.00 AM- 10.30 AM Most important lessons learnt yesterday and clarifications  

10.30 AM- 11.15 AM Gender Mainstreaming by Shri Kaustuv Chakrabarti, NPMU 

11.15 AM-12.30 PM Stakeholder Analysis by Shri R. B Sinha, NPMU 

12.30 PM-12.45 PM Tea break 

12.45 PM-01.20 PM Communication strategy by Shri Kaustuv Chakrabarti, NPMU 

01.20 PM-01.50 PM Procurement plan, Monitoring, and record management by Ms. 

Uma Balaji, NPMU  

01.50 PM- 02.45 PM Lunch break 

Day-2 Technical Session-2 

02.45 PM-03.20 PM Community engagement strategy and VICs by Shri R. B Sinha, 

NPMU 

03.20 PM-04.45 PM MIS and on-line Accounting by Shri. Sumanta Kumar Sahoo and 

Shri Abhishek Saini, NPMU  

04.45PM-05.45 PM Valedictory session& Certificate Distribution 

05.45 PM-06.00 PM Tea Break 
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Annexure 3 

Media Coverage Gallery 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcHnLKkP-uc
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Annexure 4 

IEC Gallery (Banner) 
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Annexure 5: Session 1- Green-Ag Project overview 
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Annexure 6: Session 2 - Landscape Assessment 
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Annexure 7: Session 3-Landscape and collaborative Planning 
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Annexure 8: Session 4: Sustainable Agriculture 
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Annexure 9: Session 5: Livestock Management 
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Annexure 10: Session 6: Green-Ag: Natural Resource 

Management 
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Annexure 11: Session 7: Results Framework  
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Annexure 12: Session 8: Capacity Enhancement 
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Annexure 13: Session 9: Gender Mainstreaming 
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Annexure 14: Session 10: Stakeholder Analysis 
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Annexure 15: Session 11: Communication Strategy 
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Annexure 16: Green-Ag: Operations Management: Staff 

Management, Procurement, Record Keeping, Monitoring and 

Reporting 
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Annexure 17: Green-Ag: Community Engagement Strategy and 

VIC 
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Annexure 18: Green-Ag: MIS and Online Accounting 
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